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Programme Overview

The Poetry in the Primary Classroom programme was held in partnership with the Centre for Literacy in
Primary Education (CLPE) and was supported by the Paul Hamlyn Foundation Test and Explore Fund. The
programme ran from September 2020 to December 2021 and enrolled 11 primary school teachers in a
Continuing Professional Development and Learning (CPDL) programme to enhance their enjoyment of and
practice with poetry from Africa and the diaspora. The Royal African Society (RAS) worked with three poets
(Ruth Awolola, Karl Nova and Amina Jama) from our Africa Writes Literary Festival community and paired
their knowledge with the teacher training expertise of CLPE, to produce educational workshops and
resources that inspired new ways of working with African and diaspora poetry.

This programme set out to:
● Increase teacher confidence in teaching African and diaspora poetry

● Increase teacher subject knowledge of African and diaspora Poetry

● Increase teacher ability to use African and diaspora poetry resources independently.

We also aimed to increase the confidence of poets delivering workshops and to add to proven evidence
that pupil literacy outcomes improve during exposure to more diverse texts, especially when
underrepresented pupils (such as those from African and diaspora backgrounds) get to see themselves in
the books they read.

“I enjoyed engaging with a range of different teachers, feeling represented in the books that
we discussed, discussing African and diaspora poetry with people with a range of different
experiences/skill sets and writing my own poetry.” - Teacher, Poetry in the Primary Classroom.
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https://clpe.org.uk/
https://www.phf.org.uk/
https://www.writingsquad.com/squad-writer/ruth-awolola/
https://karlnovaworld.wordpress.com/
https://www.aminajama.com/about
https://africawrites.org/
https://royalafricansociety.org/whatwedo/education/poetry-in-the-primary-classroom/teaching-resources/


Programme Structure
The programme was initially structured to run as a five-day training session between January and June
2021 for a maximum of 20 teachers from 10 schools. However, due to lockdown restrictions, the content
was restructured and 7 schools were recruited instead. The programme became ten 2-hour online sessions
that took place at 3.30pm on Fridays, allowing teachers to attend without having to arrange full day class
cover.

The workshops were structured as follows:

★ Introduction to the Poetry in the Primary Classroom Programme / Exploring African and Diaspora
Children’s Literature / Reviewing whole school text provision and representation

★ Importance of Poetry in the Primary setting / Exploring African and Diaspora poets and poetry / Using
poetry to reflect and explore personal experiences and identity

★ Poet in focus: Ruth Awolola / Capturing experiences through poetry / Engaging with poetry and on and
off the page / Developing confidence and motivation to share ideas in writing

★ Poet in focus: Karl Nova / Exploring poetic forms and devices / Exploring rhythm in poetry / Engaging
with a wide range of cultural forms to develop ideas and inspire writing

★ Poet in focus: Amina Jama / Developing reader response / Exploring authorial intent / Shaping your
own identity as a writer

★ Reflecting on impact / Showcasing and celebrating writing / Relating learning to wider literacy and
curriculum practice and provision / Benefits of working alongside poets / Action planning and moving
forward.

After each workshop, teachers were asked to reflect on their learning using their journals, in order to
monitor their progress and confidence building. Teachers were also given surveys before and after the
programme, as were their pupils and our partners at CLPE. Teachers were then interviewed in a recorded
debrief discussion over Zoom.
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Main Programme Findings

The Teachers

● The majority of teachers (9 out of 11) felt their confidence in teaching poetry overall had increased, and
switching to online sessions because of the pandemic meant they had more time to digest the course
content and put it into practice.

● Teachers found that doing free writing tasks and not having to follow a rigid curriculum structure, made
the programme content easier to fit into their teaching schedules and plans. Additionally, most reported
that the programme had a bigger impact on their wider literacy teaching going forward - teachers were
able to see poetry as an entryway to better reading and writing outcomes for their pupils, and that by
sharing their own experiences of writing, it would encourage pupils to feel more confident in writing and
sharing poetry that was meaningful to them.
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● Teachers using the reflective journals noted that the process helped monitor their own progress and
helped to plan how they might take their pupils through the same poetry lessons and build on their
learning as a class. They also discovered the benefits of being flexible when it comes to writing - letting
your expression come first and refining come second.

● Many teachers found that the programme highlighted the importance of realistic representation in
literature in a meaningful way, especially when teaching predominantly children of colour.

“Knowing that there is a wide choice of literature that shows people of colour, for children of
all ages to read. I have also learnt that poetry lessons do not always have to have a success
criteria. Instead, give children the freedom to write and fine tune or edit in another lesson.” -
Teacher, Poetry in the Primary Classroom.

● Teachers felt encouraged to fill their shelves with more African and diaspora poetry, and were grateful
for the reading spine provided as a guide. Teachers not of African and diaspora heritage also reported
that the programme challenged some of their unconscious biases around representation and inspired
them to want to do more to address these in the future.

● Teachers also found value in learning more about bilingual poetry as a way to connect with pupils with
English as an Additional Language, and for African and diaspora teachers, it propelled them to want to
share more of their own feelings with pupils to help them write and express themselves creatively.

“I have a newly refreshed realisation that there is a huge wealth of literature that I am not
familiar with at all, and that it is my responsibility to bring these texts into my classroom -
not with a label or as a 'token' text, but as examples of high quality literature that become
embedded in the curriculum.” - Teacher, Poetry in the Primary Classroom.
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The Poets

Top left: Amina Jama. Top right: Ruth Awolola. Bottom middle: Karl Nova.

● The three poets who took part in the programme (Ruth Awolola, Karl Nova and Amina Jama) reported
a confidence increase, and stated that working with the teachers has helped them in developing future
workshops with educators. However, given the restrictions caused by the lockdown and
correspondence happening solely online, poets were not able to get as much immediate feedback from
the teachers as they would have liked. Nevertheless, all three poets have since had further in-person
opportunities to work with CLPE, the schools and the educators directly.

“I believe students and teachers massively benefit from external workshops and sessions.
CPDL would influence teachers practice, especially in a time where inclusivity, diversifying
the curriculum and ethics is prioritised.” - Poet, Poetry in the Primary Classroom.

● The poets were also invited to run creative writing workshops for children at the Africa Writes Young
Voices Festival in October 2021.

“I thoroughly enjoyed this experience and learnt a lot from the teachers about their
understanding of poetry and how this may affect the way they teach it and I have furthered
my understanding of ways to use poetry to explore personal narratives.” - Poet, Poetry in the
Primary Classroom.
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The Pupils

● 25 case study pupils were asked by CLPE how they felt about poetry before the programme began.
The majority of pupils enjoyed reading poetry, and noted that their schools had a wide selection of
books. Many could also name a book with a character of colour which was set in an African country,
and most looked forward to the creativity that reading and writing poetry afforded them.

● We also surveyed 228 Year 4 and 5 pupils about their ideas of poetry before their teachers took part in
the programme. Many felt that poetry was for emotional expression, entertainment, and telling stories.
They noted that poetry was for everyone and they thought poets were creative and imaginative. 81% of
these pupils had also written a poem before, so most were familiar with the genre.

● Once the programme was complete, pupils reported poetry as inspiring, a way to motivate future
generations and something they could use to express themselves. They described how poetry made
them feel happy, imaginative and creative. Pupils also described their favourite topics for poems as
writing about their lives, how they feel, imagined worlds, nature and identity.
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How does poetry make you feel?
I like that I understand it.
With other books I forget
what I read.

Poetry makes me feel
imaginative and it also makes
me feel like there’s a whole
other world.

Magical Happy
joyful

Happy because I get to
express my feelings

imaginative relaxed Happy.

Creative because I like
painting and it makes me
think of what I could paint

Poetry makes me feel
emotional because they can
be very deep and some make
me feel happy as they are
light-hearted.

It depends on the
poem! Any poem that
makes us feel
something is effective

Calm

- Excerpt from Pupil Survey post-programme

“Poetry makes me feel excited and makes me think of more imaginative things, I didn’t know
that poetry was rap.”

“I like to write poems about my life, how I feel about going into Year 6.”

“Poetry makes me feel very inspired because some poems really inspire me to do things that
I didn’t know that I could do before.”

- Pupils, Poetry in the Primary Classroom.
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Reflections on diversity, equity and inclusion

The programme was developed after staggering amounts of research from the last few years (CLPE
Reflecting Realities Reports 2018 to 2021, BookTrust Represents 2019 to 2020) showed the lack of
representation of Black and African diaspora authors, illustrators and characters featured in children’s
literature, and the negative impact this has on the learning outcomes of Black and African diaspora children.
Therefore during this programme, we chose schools that had at least 38% of students from African and
diaspora heritage, and at least 20% of pupils on free school meals to address those of the highest need as
a first port of call.

“This week they were writing about their heroes and although it had their name they were still
describing their character as having blonde hair and blue eyes and I was like, we've still got such a
long way to go.” - Teacher, Poetry in the Primary Classroom

The course was designed to enable participating teachers to engage in discourses around race, racism and
how to address and explore these in the context of the classroom. Poetry offers a valuable stimulus for this
purpose and the poetry explored over the course of the project was specifically curated to support this. In
one such instance, one of the poems used in a training session addressed the  experience of everyday
racism. In a subsequent session, a teacher reported that this brought to the surface children's own
experiences of everyday racism in a school context. A follow up session was designed not only to unpick
and respond to this, but also to equip teachers to be able to better address such incidents in the classroom,
which some were unprepared for coming into the course. More work needs to be done in this area across
the sector and profession.

“I say things now that I probably wouldn't have had the confidence to say. I talk about racism, I talk
about racism that I've experienced, I ask them to tell me if they think that they've ever experienced
it...and because I've shared, they share.” - Teacher, Poetry in the Primary Classroom

Many of the teachers taking part in the training described how the programme had left them much more
aware of how their pupils of African and diaspora heritage don’t see themselves in literature on the
curriculum, and the role they play as educators in providing the literature to meet this need. Teachers noted
how poetry was a great entry point for getting their pupils to engage and express themselves, due to its
non-linear and diverse characteristics as a genre.

Poetry in the Primary Classroom Book List
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Programme Challenges

Recruitment
Due to the unprecedented situation caused by the pandemic and the impact it had on school staff welfare
and school budgets overall, the recruitment of schools took much longer than expected, and the number of
sign ups were lower than originally anticipated.

Attendance and Engagement
Some teachers reported difficulties with doing the tasks in-between workshops because of extra Covid-19
safety requirements at their schools, including planning and running lessons online.

“At this present times, i.e. Covid and school closures, school was very pressured, with online
learning, isolations, etc. I found the GAP tasks quite overwhelming at times. If it was normal
circumstances, the tasks would have been very manageable, but with the current changes at work,
it was hard for me to complete tasks fully.” - Teacher, Poetry in the Primary Classroom.

Some of this was mitigated with the sharing of slides and accompanying resources from each workshop, to
allow teachers to return to the workshop lesson in their own time.

“I found the critical evaluation session particularly powerful and would have liked to spend more
time dissecting texts and developing my knowledge/ skill in this area - although what we did was
definitely enough to allow me to do this independently going forward.” - Teacher, Poetry in the Primary
Classroom.

Gathering pupil feedback before and after the programme was also uneven in the amount of response due
to teaching constraints and covid-19 school outbreaks at the time. However, the qualitative data we
gathered was still extremely valuable.

“Poetry is for people’s souls. If they are going through a rough time or if they need inspiration or
encouragement, they can go to poetry so that they can be inspired.” - Pupil, Poetry in the Primary Classroom.

In-person vs Online
Having to switch from in-person to online sessions due to the pandemic, meant some engagement
opportunities were lost, including the formation of a networking group for the teachers, which we were
unable to get going as an online platform. We were also unable to bring attendees together in person for
the final session in June 2021 due to lockdown restrictions being extended. However, we were able to put
together a video of the programme overall thanks to Zoom interviews carried out with teachers once the
programme was over.

Although our plans to film some of the pupils reading their poems in class could not go ahead due to the
pandemic, we were able to source some of their written poems from the teachers directly. And we
commissioned videos of the poets which took place in early 2021 on a one-on-one basis during the
pandemic, so these were able to form a big part of our teaching resources pack.

Register here to access the teaching resources including all of the poet videos -
https://forms.gle/mGKDuZwkBQNAXTTi8.
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Programme Opportunities

Running the workshops online left us better equipped to run future workshops in this way. Teachers
reported looking forward to the online sessions each month, and we found that allowing teachers to play
(write) by taking the focus away from outcomes and putting it on learning, had an overall positive impact on
the kinds of teachers they were when they returned to the classroom.

The programme also allowed us to spotlight poets by filming them talking about the benefits of African and
diaspora poetry, their work as artists, as well as some poetry performances. These have given us videos
that act as long term resources that sit on the CLPE and RAS websites, whilst also platforming the poets
who took part in the programme.

Changes To Our Practice
Switching from an in-person training programme to online sessions, allowed teachers to attend more easily
due to flexibility. Having to adjust the content of the programme so that it translated online was also a
challenge that eventually equipped both RAS and CLPE with the confidence to take a hybrid approach to
programmes in the future.

Evaluation Logic Model Part 1

We also created an evaluation logic model before the training workshops began, which allowed us to
evaluate the programme as we went along, giving us regular opportunities to test and explore the outcome
of each session. Getting teachers to reflect on their learning after each set of workshops meant we saw
their progression in real time, including the effectiveness of the CLPE-led sessions and the poet-led
sessions. This is definitely something we will replicate in the future with our education programmes.

The ethos of the programme has been a welcome continuation of the Young Voices programme RAS has
been running since 2011. However, by focusing on primary rather than secondary-aged children, this
allowed us to have a greater impact by engaging young people earlier on in writing creatively and reading
poetry.
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Evaluation Logic Model Part 2

Changes To Working With Partners
Engaging directly with teachers is something we will continue in the future to better shape our programming
going forward. We learnt what worked in terms of the sessions, the reality of their daily lives as teachers
planning lessons for primary aged children, and what they needed in terms of book recommendations,
resources and lesson plans.

Furthermore, working with CLPE as a programme partner gave us a great blueprint for collaboration in our
other areas of work. Specifically when planning the workshop sessions, we were able to utilise the
evaluation logic model to collectively focus on increasing teacher confidence and increasing opportunities
for the poets involved. CLPE drew on their experience and knowledge in this area to curate a
recommended pack of texts to be gifted to each participant, extensive anthologies of poems to complement
each training session and support teachers knowledge of poets and poetry, and created an extensive spine
of texts for use throughout the primary years to be developed as a model for schools to be able to build a
breadth and range of stock across text types. These were written or illustrated by artists from Africa and the
diaspora and/or centered characters from Africa and the diaspora. Sessions also focussed on engaging
critically with the literature they currently have on offer, to ensure teachers were able and equipped to be
discerning about their text choices and how texts are chosen and used in the classroom.

“The work of the Project Manager was crucial in ensuring positive relationship management during
a particularly uncertain time for participants working in the midst of a pandemic. The poet's
contributions to the programme was invaluable to developing teacher knowledge and
understanding of the value of engaging in poetry in the classroom. The richness of reflections from
the group throughout indicated meaningful engagement with the learning and a positive impact on
teaching practice.” - CLPE, Programme Partner

Although we at RAS are familiar with working with artists via our Africa Writes literary festival, for this
programme we needed to have a clear brief before engaging the poets and prepping them for working with
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the teachers. CLPE worked in collaboration with the poets to plan and deliver sessions, which would build
on and extend learning from the sessions, meeting the needs of the participants, challenging their thinking
and engaging them in the creative process of writing poetry of their own. This was invaluable in providing a
high quality and holistic training experience for the participants.

Learning from the Programme

What we have learnt
Some of the barriers to accessing more representative books for teachers were primarily around confidence
and knowledge. Many teachers were eager to diversify their book lists but didn’t know where to start and
were afraid of getting it wrong. By first identifying where teachers' knowledge base for poetry was, we could
adequately build upon that at a pace that was appropriate. It also helped to ensure that we were working
towards their already established curriculum, so that they could incorporate their poetry learning without it
feeling like an additional piece of work.

Connecting poets with the teachers directly was instrumental in bringing poetry to life for attendees, as well
as giving them new tools to break down the poetry tasks for their own pupils. Again, reconfirming the fact
that having artists in the classroom makes all the difference, not only to the children but to the teachers too.

What we have shared
We made a commitment from the outset to share learning from the programme as we went along. We held
a roundtable discussion at the British Library as part of our Africa Writes: Young Voices festival to discuss
and share learning which was live streamed to an online audience. We also wrote a series of blogs
covering the programme, and we shared teaching resources and videos from the programme as a resource
package for teachers and educators.

Learning For The Future

★ Helping to build a solid knowledge base is key in ensuring teachers can pass on their learning when it
comes to poetry, as well as an openness to challenging preconceived ideas.

★ Representative texts are invaluable in making reading and writing more accessible to a wider range of
children, especially for those of African and diaspora heritage.

★ Building on teacher creativity is necessary for success and learning.

★ Posting resources online means more teachers have the tools to teach African and diaspora poetry in
the classroom.

★ Spotlighting African and diaspora poets via educational workshops amplifies their work and provides
more opportunity for engagement with their poetry from readers, writers and educators.
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